
                         TASK FOR FASHION & EDITORIAL MAKE UP CERTIFICATE COURSE 

At the end of your accredited online Fashion & Editorial Make-Up Certificate course you will have a 

session via Zoom/face time (or similar) with one of our professional make up teachers.  The 

time/date for this will be arranged between yourself and ourselves with in the deadline period of the 

course.  For this you will need to prepare the following: 

You will need to do a demonstration on either yourself or a model (this means a friend/ family 

member etc not hiring a professional model but they must be over 16). 

For this you need to create a fashion or editorial look. This could be a crazy, colourful look using  

glitter, gems, gold leaf & anything other accessories (as long as safe for the face!) Or a beauty 

make up with high sheen eye make-up & glossy skin or a red carpet look. It also could be 

anything else that comes under the huge fashion & editorial umbrella.  This is a real chance to be 

creative, think outside the box and not do ‘regular’ everyday make up  Or a chance to create a 

simple beauty make up.  

You can do just half a face for this task and not a whole face. This saves time but also means you 

can concentrate on doing well on just one side and not feel pressured. Please think about and 

include the following if appropriate for your look as if you are using lots of accessories for 

example some of the list below may not be needed. 

A) A primer (or if you don’t have the correct one mentioning what type you would use for the 

specific skin type of you self or your model) 

B) Any concealer or colour correcting that is needed (remember your model may not always 

need these products and if you don’t have the right ones say what you would use). 

C) A suitable foundation for your model/yourself. Again if you don’t have access to the correct 

specific type you must say what you would use and why. (For example if your model has very 

oily skin and you are doing a strong look, what type of foundation would work on them). 

D) Any contour/highlight. This should only be done in areas of the face that it will enhance not 

in every area that can be contoured and highlighted as your face or models may not require 

lots if any. You may wish for your bride to not wear any contour or highlight for your design. 

E) An eyebrow look using appropriate products for your models or self’s eyebrows. 

F) An eye shadow look.  

G) Mascara 

H) Any blusher or bronzer in appropriate shades for yourself or client (again if you don’t have 

the correct shade available say what colour you would use). 

I) Use a lip liner and lipstick or gloss in a colour that suits you or your model.  

J) Do clean ups & checks before applying a powder and finish and setting spray. 

 

 

Please make sure you use health, safety and hygiene at all times. This includes making sure your 

clients hair is off their face, they have a clock/towel around their clothes and not blowing on 

brushes. Most importantly making sure before working on a model you ask them if they have any 

allergies or health reasons why they can’t take part before you start. Do not worry if you don’t have 



all the products or a huge supply of make-up available for this task but please as mentioned above 

say what products you would use and why.  

 

You will get an hour to do the half face of make up in. There will be a brief chat before to check you 

are ok about the task and then feedback after the task. The whole process will be no longer than 

1.15/20max.                                                GOOD LUCK !!!!!!! 

 

 

 


